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Any Gesler

DEC 0 1989'

East Fairchild'

1855 Sheridan Road
Evanston, IL 60201

Dear Ms. Gesler:

I am writing in response to your October 31, 1989 letter concerning the
disposal of slightly contaminated low-level radioactive waste in sanitary
landfills. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published an advanced
notice on this subject for public comment on December 12,1988(enclosed). A
final policy statement is now under development and is expected to be published
before the end of the year. Your letter has been docketed with other public
comments on this matter.

Your letter expressed concern with any policy that would relax restrictions on
the disposal of certain low-level radioactive wastes. Please be assured that,
if this policy is made final, the kinds of radioactive materials that could
eventually be disposed of at landfills would be )recisely specified. The
levels of radioactivity would be controlled so t1at radiation exposure would be
within the approved safety limits for which the available scientific evidence
indicates no significant health effects. Under the proposed policy, before
acting to exempt a specific type of waste from regulatory control, the
Commission would provide opportunity for public comment and would make
available for public scrutiny the analyses supporting its proposed decision.
Your views on any such future exemption action would be welcomed and taken into
consideration prior to a final NRC decision.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Bell, Chief
Regulatory Branch
Division of Low-Level Waste Management

and Decommissioning
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
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A'dministration (13 CFR 121.2) has loading and unload lletised Authertry: Socs.1-10. 48 Stet 71 as '

lefined small egncultural producere as merchandise by fork and pellet amended. 7 U.S.C 001-e74

( . hose having annual groes revenue for jacks. Authorizing a container of the 2. Section 971.322 is amended by
the last three years of less than $500.000, correct size to be pelletised should revising the introductory text,
end small a cultural service firms are facilitste the efficient movement of redesignating paragraphs (a)(4) and I

defined as ose whose gross annual lettuce from the packinghouse to the (a)(5) as (a)(6) and (a)(6), respectively,
receipts are less than g3.500.000. The consumer. and adding new agraphs (a)(4) and
majority of handlers and roducers of The use of this container would (b)(3) to read as ows:
South Texas lettuce may classified as enable lettuce shippera to take
srnall entities. advantage of h benefits derived by the i 971.sas msung reguiseen.

As of October 14.1948 estimated use of atlets. Texas lettuce shi ers During h period beginning
South Texas lettuce acreage planted would leo be able to flit orde r Novemberis and end March 31 each

;

| was 1.000 acres compared to 476 acms palletired loads and compete with acason, no person shall andle any lot ,

at the same time in 1987. Total plantings California and Arizona shippers for this - of lettuce wn in the pmduction area
for the 190HO season are ex cted to market.The proposed container is unless su lettuce meets the |:-,

approximate 2.800 acres, whi b is up designated as carrier container No. 7S. requirements of paragraphs (a). (b), and'

considerably from last year s total of 47, which is consistent with the (c) of this section, or unlus such lettuce
1.629 acret. Total shipments of South manufacturers identification number. In is handled in accordance with
Texas lettuce for the 1987-43 crop were addition, the proposed regulation would Paragraph (d) or (e) of this section.
approximatel 738.000 cartons. Total require that only 14,24, or 30 heads of Further, no person may package lettuce
shipments fo the 1986-40 crop are wrapped and unwrapped lettuce may be during the above period on any Sunday,
projected by the ccounittee at 750.000 packed in this container packhig 24 or . or on Christmas Day unless approved in '
cartons.ne majority of h cro is 30 heads of lettuce in the proposed accordance with paragraph (f) of this
shi d to the fresh markets, wi only a container is b industry norm. section.

'

sma i volume utilized by processors. However, the committee believes it is (a) * * *
The handling requirements for South necessa to include the 16-count limit (4) Cartons with inside dimensions of

<

Texas lettuce are specified in i 971.322 to allow or packinglarger heads of 10% inches x 15% inches x 33%
(51 FR 2, January 2.1908). The current lettuce, inches (designated as carrier contalper !
requirements for South Texas lettuce in recent years, the sh! season go. 79-47), or
specify the inside dimensions of the four for South Texas lettuce inlate * ' * * *

containere that may be used to November tother than early December. (b)' ' '
lettuce and the number of heed that his shift has been caused by changes (3) IAttuce heads in carrier container
may be pecked per container. in cultural practices, such as the use of No. 79-47 may be packed only to,24. or
Additionally, inspection is required and

black plastic and the transplanting of, 30 heads per container.
packaging lettuce on any Sunday or on
Christmas Day rohibited. seedlings.no committee has Deted. December 7, tees. y

his propo would authorise a recommended that the ng of the Robert C. Keeney. .

new container for shi South Texas effective period for the gy%gggg
lettuce and che of the agulation be changed from December 1 Mion. AgriculturalAantstigServior -

to November 18 wo that it will coincide (FR Doc. as-2asso Filed 134.as, as4s am)
4

. effective period r the h dling
regulation for December 1 to November with the shipping season. This action , , , ,

15.These changes were unanimously will ensure the uniform application of

recommended by the South Texas marketing order requirements to all

Lettuce Committee. shipments of South Texas lettuce. N' m M M M
We four containers currently Based on the above, the Administrator

authorised under tim handling regulation of AMS has determined that this action
do not have the correct dimensions would not have a significant economic 10OpR Ch.I
necessary to be prope stacked on impact on a substantial number of small
pellets.De reaa==an saw entities. Potoy Statement on Esemptione From
container, with inside dimensions of A 30. day comment period is vided Reguietory Control
23% inches (length) x 15% inches to allowlaterested reone su cient
(width) x 10% inches (dep isof time to respond to reposal. AR ' i' Asesecv: Nuclear Itegulatory 4

proper slae to be palletized. written comments time received will Commission.

dimensions of a standard liet are 48 be considered before a nel Acwoess: Advance notice of proposed

) x 40 (width determination is made on this matter, i' statement and meeting-

container would be.).Deinches (le

stecked in layers of Ave on the sie0st ' IJet of Subjectsin 7 CFR part 871 * sussenAny:The NRCis in the process ofrecommen .-

and1 reent pellet utilization would Marketing agreements and ordereau., developing a broad policy on
exemptions from a control for

be when using such container- 14ttuce, South Texas. .. .%n' practices whose he safety
maiori oflettuce shipped from For h

Califomia Arizona, the top two p wamble.St t fore in gdFR poet impacts could W considendbelow
,

that7 regulatory concern.his cy
lettuce produchig States,is shipped on 971 be amended u follown. statement would provide more, .

pallets.De use o llets reduces the
handliespfindivi al. Iners, whl6h PART $71-4.ETTUCE G$ TOWN lif$. $, afficient and consistant .,, tory

.

actions in connec wi ons,,

in turn reences dem by 1.0WER RIO GRAltDE VAL.t.EY IN .f,

~. .~ from various e Co ,.4excessivt a e go gyy yg g s , ~.,,, '" g ^ ' ; requirements.He Commingtoolin1**handling costs, etizedloads are 1a
preferred by produce ws:4 houses and 1. %e authority' c1tiidlo'nYo'r 7 CFR formulating this Advana ~ ff8 ,.,

retail outlets because of the ease of' part 971 continues to read as follows: ' seeking public input on e
,

,

0
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quesfons which are k:y consideretions country's border. it is hoped that Commissian Eay initiate the|.

n ,. in d6veloping such a poucy, b NRC exchanges ofideas and informstion development of appropriate regulations
staff will conduct a sweting to inform such as occurred at the intemational or make Ucensing decisions to exempt i

the public of its latentions, speci8cally workshop will, besides providing one from regulatory control persons who I
to clarify and answer questions avenue of input to the Commiselon's receive, possess, use, trendfr, own, or
concoming the advance notice, and to actions, lead toward a greater degree of acquire certain ratioactive material.I hear pmluninary views maceming a consistancy in such exemptions world- This policy is directed principally
policy for exempbons with emphasis on wide. At the intemational workshop, the toward rulemaking activities, but may |
the specific quesuona raised by the " Advance Nouce of the Development of be applied to license amendments or

'

Commission. a Commission Policy on Exempnons license appbcadons involving the
oans: Meeting to be held on January from Regulatory Control for Practices release of licensed radioactive matenal12,1989. Wntten comments should be Whose Public Health and Safety either to the environment or to persons
submitted by January 30,1989. Impacts are Below Regulatory Concem", who would be exempt from Commission IComments received after this date will presented in this notice, was made regulations. It is important to emphasize |;

be considered if it is practical to do so, available for discussion. The transcript
but assurance of consideration can only of the latemational workshop which that this polciy does not assert an |

Iabsence or thrnhold of nok but ratherbe given as to comments received on or includes all the papers presented at the
establishes a baseline where furtherbefore this date. meeting may be examined and copied

aconassas: Meeting will be held at the for a fee at the NRC Public Document
government regulauons to reduce risks
is unwarranted',

'

Holiday Inn. 8120 Wist:anain Avenue, Room at 2120 L Street, NW., |

Bethesda, MD 20814 (4 blocks north of Washington, DC, N concept of regulatory exemptions
' '

the Bethesda Metro Station), Telephone: Advance Notice of the Development of a 19 the Co ssio mula e(301) 652-220.1N2R Mall r nennda Lan policy tables of exempt 9uandties andwritten comments to: Secretary, U.S.
Nuclear Regulstory Commission, Intmduction ondPurpos, concentrations for radioactive material

.

apmon, & wab |Washington, DC,20555, Attention' Over the last sevesal years, the dmumtances, enld scien, pomu,Docketmg and Service Branch. Comminion has become increasingly
Comments may be deDvered to 11555 aware of the need to provide a general "**'''*"' " " "' " **9" " "'*

" " *' * ""Rockville Pike, Rc.:kville, MD between policy on the appropriate criteria for
7:30 a.m. and 4:15 p.m. weekdays, release of radioacuve materials from

August 17,1980 and 35 FR 6426; April 22.
Copies of the commente received czay regulatory control To address this need, 1970L Other exsinptions allowing
be examined and copied for a fee et the the Commission is ernaaaa= upon its distribution of consumer products or*

NRC Pubuc Document Room at 2130 L exis poucy for prdtechosid the other devices to the general pubuc. or
Street. NW., Washington, DC. public radiation. cunently aHwing micam M redoacen
pon pusmesa mesonenAnoes costrAcr! expressed in existing regulations (Title material to se enenmng bn

anboded in b Cornminion sCatherine R. Mattsen. telephone (301) 10 Code of Federal Reguiations) and
492-3638. or Wilham R. Lahs, telephone policy statements (30 FR 3462. Use of mguladons fw som umeMm

y (301) 492-3774. Office of Nuclear Byproduct Material and Source recently, se low Leni Radoecdn
g Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear Material, dated March 16,1986: 47 PR Waste Pohey Amen &nents Act d 285

Regulatory Commission. Washington. 57446 Li Requirements for land directed the Commission to develop

) DC. 20555 Disposal of osctive Waste, dated standartis and procedures for
' suppt.sesswtany esponesAnost December 27,1982; and 51 FR 30839. expeditious handling d petititans to
i General Statement of Policy and exmpt imm mgulauon se &spaal of
'

Intemational Wodshop Procedures Concerning petitions slightly cutanunated radioacun waste

k In addition to conducting thle public Pursuant to i 2.802 for Disposal of material eat the Comrnissim
meeting, the Commission has sought Radioac6ve Weste Streams Below determined to be below regulatory

# taput from the intemational regulatory Regulatory Concem, dated August 29, cocum. b Commissim moponded to
i community through an intomadonal 1986). h expansion includes the this legislation by issuing a policy

workshop on exemptions from development of an explicit policy on the statement on August 29,1986 (51 FR

regulatory control which was held exempdon from regulatory control of 30839h ht statunut catained ha
October 17-19.1988 in Washington. DC. practices whose public health and which, if satisfactw0y addmsad in a
b importance of such interecdon safety impacts are below regulatory petition for rulemaking, would allow the
stems from the fact that nsany existing concem. A practice is defined in this Cauninin to act expoedwely in
and potential exe tionsinvolve policy as an activity or a set or proposing appropriate regulatmy NHd

,

radioactive mate purposefuDy esed combination of a nember of similar sets on a " practice. spec 18c" basis consistent'

in consumer products or introduced into of coordinated and contimdng activities with the writs d se peddon.
various products or aqterials through aimed at a given purpose which involve The Commission believes that these

f the recycling ofoontamin&ted scrap, the potential for radiation exposure. " practice-specifis' exemptions should
either of which may enter international Under this policy, the de6nition of+ be encompassed wRhin a broader NRC
trade. Breo ef!!aenis and saste disposa! "precom" is a critical feature which wSI policy which defineslevels,of radiatim
can tavolve exposures to people in assure that the formulation of " u risk below which specified rectices
countries othpr than those from which exemptions from aghy control wiB would not requim NRC ' e'tlon besed
the effluent or weste originated. This not allow deliberate dfl matorial on public health and se hterests. :

| aspect is a signiGcant issue in the or fractionation of d pra the For such exempoon practices, the
.t

European community. hs, some i v.1 f d -- is that * Commission's tory involvement
purpose oMWa ' . " * could therefore itW10 jI degree of consiste,ncy intomationaDy is would ot

desirable, since exemption decisione lhe of this statement licensing, ins lance (
cevi affect populetl0ns outside .each is to the be upon which the activities associated transfer of . ;

c, # ..e ..,.i - g-
> <
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the r adioetive material fmm a controlled internauonal community,b values Alternative hypotheses have been.

to an exempt status, under consideration in this Pohey and reevaluaties of the dets
% Commission recognisse that,if a Statement do not naemanarily agree with et higher doses continue. N

national pohey on exemptions frem those selected or under consideration by Commission believes that use of the |

reguistory control is to be effective, other countries. b Cammission has unear nom. threshold bypothesis alloure )Agreement States will pay an important carefully reviewed those alternate the theorencal estabbshment of upper jirnplernentation role. In the past. States witeria, and does not Rod o' ficant umits on the n==he of heetib e6ects '

have been encouraging find that scientiSc evidence bt w dictate that might occur at very now doses
certain wastes are below story preferentialselection of any of thoes which are the subject of the esuunption
concern and the Commission be!ieves views over what is proposed in this pohey,
that States will support an expansion of Policy Stataman' h efak of death to an ladividual, as
these views to all practices invdving
exempt distribution or releese of RmRenom Pran= retr = Priadples calculated maing the hasar model,is

shown in Table 1 for various <lanaa<t i

radioactive material. he Comadeelce The Commlaalon recognizes that three levels of individual done. A radiation |

intends theI rulemakings codifyirg fundamental principles of radianon exposure of 10 mnem per year (M mSvregulatory control exemptions wm be protection have historicaDy guided the per par) fw a bleume
made a matter of compatibility for formulation of a system of dose borencdly to an increus o m M
Agreement States. Consequently, any limitation to tect workere and the b bdividual's annual risk d cancer I
rulemakings that evolve froes this policy pubhc imm potentially harmful deae.h hieume risk h bawd upon ywill be coordinated with h States. effects of radiation.by are:(1) 6e fureer assum uon ht &e w>n *

Advisory and scientinc bodies have justification of the practice, which levalls the same or each year of a 70-offered diverse views to b Commission requires that there be some not beneSt par hieum
in anucipauon of this Policy Statement. resulting fmm the use of radianca or
bre is not clear consensus based on radioactive materials,(2) dose limits, In osumann0b do# f*L# to 'i

existing scientific evidence or researth which define the upper boundary of members of the puhuc that might arise
"

|

regarding the selection of numerical adequate protecuan for a member of the erough b un d varka prutim for |

| criteria for une in this Policy Statement, pubbe whis should not be exceeded in which exemptions are being considered. |
Further, the Commi==lan is aware that the markert of nuclear activities, and (3) h e-ruian has decideh apply'

h concapt
,q,g,g.,d &e "aBarHva domthere are differing views within the NRC ALARA, winch requires that redation Dh conapt, whid b

' '
d b "'

C" * 7 E*""'"8rodhuoncrtt ri or t e vab factore y ,gin the absence of a scientific being taken into an==t. b term.
consensus,it is the Commission's task to ALARA,is en acmaym for As low As is expmures, @ W me g

|* 08 cal a6ca *assess the diversity of views in Reasonably Achievable.b
,3, gpa d

N '*8** pyroach wasa tho ty a y,A. ty to make ow be pplied
d P'd Ythe final selection of crtterie rests with in establishing appropriate criteria for I

the Commission. Criteria selected most: release of radioactive materials frase "
was first(1) Provide reasonable assurance that re tory contml.

public health and safety will be use of the ahmance of observed b h P W h 28im udla
protected, and (2) consistent with such health effects below 5 rem / year (to 1977. Since that time, the concept has

assurance, penst practices in the pubhc mSv/ year), scientiac experte including been reviewed and evaluated by

domain which involve the use of the Intemational t'a==>aaw= on radieuon protection organisations ;

radioisotopes for which society Radiol Protectica (ICRP) and the
emughout se M and has gabed

| perceives a demand. Natio t'amru on Radiation wide acceptanca.
,

| It is recognized that there is a delicate Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
| balamen base. Criteria can be set make the assenpuon that the frequency TAaLE 18
' suffieleotfy restrictive such that there is of occussenos of health effects per unit

absolute assurance that beelth and does at low dose levels is the same as at ue,n,e,,, rm%w msafety will alwaye be protected, no high doses (10 RAD (0.1 )) whose mee enmas as connais
mattee what events might transpire. health effects have been tved and - emmas com

| However, in doing so, the regulator may studied la humana and animala This
then place undue and annocessary linear non-threshold hypotheels maanman soc meen * axe * 1xe'
restr6ctions on practhoes which should that the risk of radiothon induced effecta |0 *",,," ' 8,$ }$.,,
be permitted because of otherwise (principany cancer)is unearly oE me* txe'
reasonable social,anmnmac or proportional to does, no matter how -

industirolcon=Maragens.There le small the does might be.h enahiant 8RhkcoseWeeW S e som GxW8 per

'

always the danger of . ' L. usedla the model as a basis foe 8') ,D,"," g'f d m",',;,,ese 3 '

i

wtuch results in effects that are felt la estimating statistical health risk is on an museam a som emaer som as sowoen e
areas where the NRC does not have the order of1x18" risk of fatal cancer, Q jS8'e,, g *,8,,'0" A8M [

8 l

euthneity and rempanathnity. Moroceer, per person <em of radiation does at aduYY:aaem meam 1
the Alcode Energy Act does not require (1x10-: per sy).ne twnmiamian ,_tedne,s,y,, sana gas esseseon W

* ce
, , ,

absolute assurances d safety in the use renaplean thatit is aconservette9 .
.Eownseus nos a us a es sea e en easy emme ;

of radioactive matarial and licanaad model based upon data enn.a.a ir mamura er anwoon me acer ens me ia
facilities. relatively high doses and does notesi , gg,8Q 8,"' 3 8''llB**"' |h oumarical critaria ultimately which is then extrapolatad to !be low . / . , , , |
selected w01 have significant kapect on does and does rate region where ther, & cammiaalr= thuntisis

,

nuclear regulation bere in the United ese no statiaHemlly reliable w i=- "" to measure risk- 1. y-

States and potentiaDy in the epidemiological data available. Individuals or populatione ,and.
.

?!.
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thet in m:st situatitns. It is impreetical.. .. licensee's control (natural background 1.h application or matinuation of*

to measure annual doses to individuals and medical exposures are excluded). regulatory controls on the practice dohe
at the low levels implied by exemption Because of the small riska involved, a 10 not result in any sign!Roant toduction in
decisions.Typicauy radioisotope miem (0.1 mSv) individual dose criterion the dose received by individuals wilbin
concentretions or radiation levels from is proposed as the basis for exemption the critical gmup and by the exposed
the material to be exempted are the decisions based on simple analyets and populat on or:'

actual mecourements that can be made, judgements. De Commission 1. b costs of the regulatory controls
*

and doses are then estimated by speci8cally seeks comment on the need that could be imposed for dose
exposure pathway analysis combined for establishing a collective dose limit in reduction are not balanced by the
with other types of assumptions related addition to an individual dose criterion. commensure's reduction in risk that
to b ways in which people might if such a collective does criterion is could be realized.
become exposed. Under such conditions, needed, what is the basis for this need? For purposes of implementing its
conservative assumptions are fmquently if the Commission deddes that a pobey, the Commission recognises that ,

used in modeling so that the actual dow collective dose criter.on is needed. what only under unusual circusastances I

is on the low side of the calculated dose. approaches allowing truncation of would practices which cause radiation
he Commission believes that this is the individual dose in calculation of exposures approaching the 100 mrom per
appropriate approach to be taken when collective dose or weighting factore for year (1 mSv per year) limit be
determining if an exemption from components of couective dose would be considered as candidates for exemption.
regulatory controls is warranted. appropriate? What alternatives should he Commission will consider such

couective dose is the sum of the be considered for assessing societal circumstances on a case speciAc basis
individual doses resulting from a impact? using the general principles outuned in
practice or source of radiation exposure. * A1. ARA-%e ALARA princt le this policy statement. However, as the
By assigning collectise dose a monetary generally applies to deterinining oss doses and attendant riska to members of
value, it can be used in cost benefit and levels below which exemptions may be the exposed population decrease, the '

other quantitative analysis techniques. It granted on a cost benefit basis. need for regulatory controle decreases
'

is a factor to consider in balancing However. It is the purpose of this policy and the analysis needed to support a
benefits and societalimpact. to establish criteria which would. in nmposal for exemption can ressonably

effect. delineate achievement of ALARA Comewht simplined.Considemtions in Gmnting Exemptions without cost. benefit analysia. & Commission is evaluating the useFrom Regulatory Contml
N '" """'**I *'II'd *N following elements are being pro a e os be from a whem as

considered b the Commission as a practica, and then take this information y ed on bebasis for eva ustmg practices wnich are into account in controlling regulated b -% Wdual anual deproposed to be exempt from regulatory practices so that the done limits am not reasonably expected to k recalved as acontrol has practices. if approved.
exceeded, examfoontrol. netions imply someresult of the practice and (b) a measurewould result in products containing low degree of loss o d societal em he exposedlevels of radioactive material being Commission believes that a key

distributed to the general public and consideretion in establishing a policy for Poputados. crueda ese being,

I

consWemd to easm that, b a gim
radioactive effluents and solid waste exem tions, and subsequently in

I being relessed to amas of the publicly- spe e rulemaldng or licensing axempted pracdoe no inMeal win be
I

l accessible environment. decisions,is the question of whether exposed to e signincant Hak and &at be

* Justification-ne Commission individuals may experience radiation population as a whole does not suffer a
6

seeks comment on the extent to which exposure approaching the limiting signi8candmpact
exposures resulting from any practice values through the cumulative effects of If the ladividual doses from a practice

should be justified. As lower levels of more than one practice, even though the under considere6cn for exemption are

radiation exposure are projected, should exposures from each precisce are only sufficiently small, tEs attendant risks
lower levels of benefit be requimd foe small fractions of the limit.b win be small cow with asse

societal risks. b Comenission bolinnpractice justification? In establishing its Comminaion specifically seeks comment
exemption policy, should the on the issue. By appropriate choices of that annualindividlal fataluy Haks
Commission exclude certain practices exemption criteria and through its below sproximately 10"(one in
for which there appears to be no evaluations of specific exemption 200400) am of httle concem to most
reasonable justification? In considering proposals tr. Implementing the polg members of society. Providing for some

j

p posals for exemptions, should the the Commission intends to assum fEht it margm below this level, the Commluton
Commission evaluate the social is unlikely that any individual will " Proposes 10 mmm (0.1 mSv) as the level
acceptability of practicest Should the experience exposures which exceed the of annualindividual exposure.%e |I '

Commission determine a practice to be 100 mrem per year (1 mSv per year) . lacremental annual individual cancer
unjustified if nonredioactive economical limit. fatality risk associated with an exposure ,

. Dose 1.imits and Criterlood
.

level of to mrom per year.|0.1 m8v peralternatives exist? -g Prm.cJplesgExentption year)is about 2x19"(twola one.,
Individual doses from practices A major considerstion in exempting - minema) as indicated in Table 1 and of :,

order of 061 percent (one in oneexempted under this policy,should not any-practice froin tory control <

be allowed to exceed 100 mrom per year hinges on the se question of 6A ) of the overeB risk,of cancer g'
I (1 mSv per year). nis is the dose limit whether or not application ce death. 9>'.'#

|
['

for members of the public specified in continuation of regulatory controls are. . , la evaluating tM theed for a collective 1
| the final revision of to CFR Part to, necessary and cost effective in redudsp;. does criterton, thd Osmodesion -

I
|

Standards for Protection Against '4 dose. To determine if exemption W - ' recognizes this criterion could be
the thaltin( 'ideration for practices || Raastion.h dose limits in the final * appropdate, fbe Commission m %-

'

revision of to CFR Part 20 apply to all ' determine if one of the following involflag very smalfindividual doses to * j|of eople.11is also
verylargag@4 7sources of redation exposure under a conditions Inneer P - ;

t u- 7
p

|

|

|
i

9

1
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recognized thatin such casse es from applicable licensing requirements. that ALARA considerations have been'

;collective does criterion would, in effect. Approvalof a proposed consumer dealt with.nis approach is sensistaat
spply the ALARA conopt toindividual product depends upon an ======d of with past practice, e.g., consumer
desse less than the below regulatory exposures of persons to radiation as product rules in to Cf1L Part aos
concernlent of to aren year to the wou as an evaluation of the usefulases in evaluating proposals for enemption , 5

'

individual. Conversely, w the of the product. under this pahey, h projected ' '
,

collective dow criterton would not be Certain practicas involving rediation exposures to dilleront components of
limiting. It would serve ao purpose he or radioact!ve materials han been the exposed population wiu be t

.

Commission requests comments on this judged by NRC to be sociaDY cono6ded wie regard to the potential i ..*

issue,includtag comments on what the unacceptable regardissa of how trivial M some imhvidna may recoin doses 4 i
magnitude of the collective dose the ruulting does might be and' rom naar the 100 amm per year (1 m8v Por

should be. therefore, han been excluded f
criterion,if any,less than the below year) when desse b oew

if the does le exemption. Excluded practkes include, practione are also taken into
regulatory concern miteria, then the risk but m not 11maad to, the intentional cosidmuom. hxpmurn M i

from a practice would be considered to introduction of radioactive material into multiple practices can occur whleh arebe A!/JLA without further smalyels.no toys and products intended for
sigru6cantly beyond the individual doseCommission stresses that adop3cn of ingestion, inhalation or direct

the criteria should not be construed as a application to the skin (such as criterion (to prom per year (at m8v per ,

decision that smaller doses are cosmetics). year)), the exemption will not be granted
necessary Lfore a practice can be in addition to socially unacceptable without further analysis. As exportance i

exempted, while doses above the uses of radioactive materials, a question is gained, this poucy and its ,

criteria would preclude exemptions. On also arises regarding uses where there implementation will be reevaluated with )
the contrary, the altaria simph are clear economical alternatives, and regard to this issue to assure that the '

represent a range of risk which the no unique beneSte exist from using exposures to the public remain wou
Commission boueves is sufficiently radioactive material. Where riska are below too mrom per year (1 mSv per
small comped to other individual and trivial, the regulatory prohibition of such year). '
scaletal risks that a cost beneht analysis uses could pose an unnemesarY In addition to considerations of
is not required in order to make a regulatory burden by interfering with the . expected activitieo and pathways, the
decision rosarding the ecoeptabihty of conduct of business. Commimin recognim M
en exempun. Practices not meeting %s Commission aeaks comments on cosidemum mut MW gine 2 b
these criteria may be tad whether practices should be potential for accidents and misuse of thei

exemptions on a ca . case basia in categoricaDy excluded based on the rabacWw materials W b g,'

accordance with the principles Commission's judgement regarding practice. A pmpnel fw eaapuan d aembodied within this policy.To further social acceptability or the existance of
cmphasiaa the Comenseloe's recognition alternatives. An alternative to d9 fined practice most thereders ales I

that a rigid limitution on collective dose catesoncalexclusion could be a case
addtm the potentials for to # |

would be inappropreste,it notes that for specific determination bened on a safety misuse, and the consequences em ;
'

some practions, end as use of smoke analysis. exemptionalconditionsla tems of
f;1detectors, appreciabis beneBis can only individuals and cousettve does.

be attained through extensive utilisation Proposds&hemption Veriffcation of Exempeien CaedWons 'I
and, hence, wtth a commensurate A proposal for exemption must

j collective due. provide a basis upon whieb the na Comedesia bellens that se
he Commissian is aware that Comelaston can deteradas if the basic implementation of an exempoon under ;j'

existing regulations of th* conditiose described above heve been this broad policy guidana mest be *1
EnvironmentalProtection Agecy satie8ed. In general. this means that the

- . -M by a suitable preyam to
totablish criteria more restrictive than proposal should address the ladividual monitor and verify that the basic
exemptions which could oeerwise be dose and societal impact resulting from considerations under whid am
granted under this proposed policy, the expected activities under the ex*mption was issued remais vahd. in
With regard to its own segulations, the P.emption, including the use of the moet cases, the products er meterials
Commission will evaluate whether een ianloactive materials, the pathways of comprising an exempted practice will
are axemption criteria embodied therela exposure, the levels of activity, and the move from regulatory control to the

,

;
for which modiScation, according to the methods and constrainu for aneuring exempum ude a esend set d

rinciples of this policy, would be that the assumptions need to define a conditions and cr teria.no monitoring
nencial. >? practica remain appropr6 ate as the and verification program mest therefore

radioactive materials move from be capable of providing te Commission
~

&clusions from hemptione
etory control to en exempt status. with the appropriate assurance that the

he Commission's heareb 34,1s5, - a proposal for exemption results in cediums im b @ runain
notice on the Use of Byprodect Material a rule containing generic requirements, a gg g ' g
and Source Material-Prodnets Intended person applying to utilise the exemption b Mesion Marmsu
for use by General public (Consumer - would not need to address jaetiacat6en
Products)(30 FR 3462) provides the or ALARA.De Commission dodeiam an comphance with the a4
buis for the Com=laton's approval of such proposals will be based as the M an exemptim thm@s esseMahed

the ese of these assentials in consumer . licensee's mesdag the conditiona .w . licenaieg andinspection psgep.and'

products withood sayslatpsy control on specified Amane reie.De y,< - ("1- Will frum due to time, en
rr~r. : to assem he

--

_ - ^as athe consumar. user.his to amonplished of the rule would, under these .- t -
an exempted practies erby case-by. case examption of the cirn==**m coneWtete a Andisq hag . *

p *. and use of approved items the exemplad practice is justified, sad- of exempted practises. %@*-
'*
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